FORTY     THOUSAND      AGAINST     THE      ARCTIC
Here was I then on the longest railway line in the world.
It stretched back as far as Lisbon. Ahead it goes on to
Vladivostok. I look out of the window and take a lesson
in contemporary agrarian history: In France, in Germany,
in Poland, I had seen small plots of land, a chessboard, every
man's property fenced off against his neighbours. Now long
stretches of continuous fields swing slowly by; they belong
to collective farms.
At every stop I do as my travelling companions: step oil
the train to stretch my legs. The others run for the free
hot water supply, the kipyatoky with tea kettles in hand.
I loaf through the waiting-rooms. There are hundreds of
peasants camping out—waiting for local trains which will
take them along. Besides his ticket every traveller must
have &platskart entitling him to a sleeping-berth. There arc
more people who want trains than trains to take them.
Goods trains of wheat and machinery,, guns and aeroplanes
have preference over passenger trains. Hence the crowds
on the platform and behind the scenes of every station.
Greybeards with long hair, looking like apostles, hang
around for days. Women lie on benches and nurse their
babies. Youngsters sleep on the floor. There were five
times as many four years ago, they waited then for weeks
where now they wait for days: the industrialization campaign
has set millions of people wandering; travelling., to new
places of work, to towns, and towns to be. At Kazan I heard
the loud speaker relaying gramophone music—Carmen.
At Omsk it is Rigoletto; at Novosibirsk the Internationale.
There is music at 4 a.m.
A signboard—'For mother and child'—above a door at
Sverdlovsk, in the Urals, attracts my attention. An, ante-
room behind it is called 'Sanitary Filter', Women and
children who come out of curiosity, or because they know its
meaning, are examined by nurses, sent to the bathroom and
have their clothes disinfected before passing further on to a
rest hall with divans or to a kindergarten with Liliput arm-
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